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u SHIPS

TRAINS, AUTOMOBILES AND NOW SHIPS

SHIPS

A NEW MARTIN WALLACE ON TRANSPORT
Topic of this game is the development of
shipping from the European beginnings in
the Eastern Mediterranean up into the 20th
Century, during which, due to the development of continuously improving ships,
trading was possible with all the world, if
necessary also coerced by the threat of
war ships.
The game board shows - in the center - Europe with several seaports, separated into
three color zones which also represent the
three historical epochs: The oldest with
Phoenicians, Greeks and their cities in Asia
Minor and Africa, then - in the Western
Mediterranean - the time of the Romans,
and, finally, the Atlantic, representing the
time of Vikings, Hanse and Spaniards. Oher
regions of the world and epochs - three
in all - are only represented by a stylized
band around Europe. This shows areas of
the world instead of seaports, and the last
zone is simply called “Rest of the World.”
The already mentioned part of the board
is framed by a track showing rather attractive images of ships, beginning with
„Phoenician Trader“ and „Phoenician Galley“, that is, always a pair of a trade ship
and a war ship, up to “Tramp Steamer and
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aircraft carrier “Lexington”. All in all, we find
eleven eras of ship construction represented, among them a Viking Long Ship, a
Spanish war ship and Lusitania.
This game follows two chronological levels: On the one hand, the technological
progress in ship construction and, on the
other hand and as a consequence - the
discovery of new regions of the world due
to the longer range of travel. To advance
technological progress or to discover new
regions, players must discard so-called
Navigation Counters (NC); if you are first
to build a more modern boat, you receive
VPs, but you lose VPs if you still have outdated ships on your board.
To open up new regions of the world also
costs NC, the first to do so may choose
the best harbor. New regions give higher
income and more valuable goods. Other
players following up do not have to pay
NC, but do not receive victory points for
construction of ships of the new type.
Each player receives a personal board, 17
city discs and 20 wooden trade cubes, plus
- for each era - six ship counters of his color
- galleys, sailing ships and steam ships. This

is supplemented by general components
- commodity and navigation counters,
coins, 25 additional trade cubes in black to
represent free actions, and 55 cards, also
divided into three eras.
The player boards show five rows: From
top to bottom, first the Warehouse with
nine slots, three of them are empty, the
remaining ones are filled with one city tile
each. The next row represents the bank
with ten slots, two remain empty, the rest
are filled with city discs. Those discs move
during the game onto the city slots on the
main board, which leaves room for players’
acquired commodities and money. The
third row is called “available stock”, filled
at the start with two trade and two free
action cubes; more can be added, which
is necessary as some stay on the board
rather long. The fourth row is the action
track; in a turn, you have two actions plus
eventual free ones (black trade cubes); you
can choose from eight options:
Christoph Proksch
A challenging, very versatile game for experienced
players, providing a high replay value, lots of fun
and thrills.
I.) Place a ship - either in the current level of
development or in the next one, for technological progress. This costs a number of
NCs (five to nine). However - elegant twist
- the number of ships in the current level
is deducted from the cost. You can have

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 18 and 19
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several ships in the same level - but do I
want to reduce the cost for fellow players?
For a war ship you also pay a food counter - soldiers need to eat! On placing a ship,
you also place a trade cube either into the
trade slot of a city and you acquire one or
two tiles of the depicted commodity for
your own store, or - in case of a war ship
- you put a city disc on the city itself and
cash the respective bonus - VPs, money,
trade cubes, NCs and more. Each city slot
and each trade slot can only be claimed
once.
II.) Improve a ship already on the board,
advancing it to a higher technological level, that is - and, again, place a city disc or a
trade cube on the corresponding slot and
cash the revenues.
III.) Remove a ship from the board - this
is done to avoid paying penalty by losing
VPs for outdated ship models.
IV.) Take one of the cards on open display
- those cards can give substantial bonuses. But must be played immediately;
therefore, it is often a question of when to
choose this action, as some cards can - in
the optimum situation - offer a plethora
of new options. Of course, this option introduces an element of chance into Ships,
which is good for the game and results in
different game play every time. It is, however, never a deciding factor, as there are a
lot of other opportunities to find your advantage by another route. This action, by
the way, is the only one that can only be
selected once per round.
V.) Take a coin, necessary for paying costs
VI.) Receive two NC, which are, as already
mentioned, indispensable for discovering new regions of the world and to build
more modern ships.
VII.) Sell commodities to receive coins - if
your own bank on your board does not
have enough room for them, they are automatically changed into victory points two coins yield one VP.
VIII.) Take back trade cubes from the action
track or from a region of the board and put
them back into the row of available stock.
If there are no cubes there, no actions are
possible!
The bottom fifth row of the player board
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shows the number of actions that are available in each round, the number changes
with the three eras of ship construction.
„Ships“ is definitely a game for experienced
players, it needs time and several games
until the flow of the game is established.
But! Big Bonus! This game does not offer
a reliable strategy for victory; the various
mechanisms interlock very nicely - all what
players do also influences the other players, forces them to rethink - a paradigm
for interaction and almost an anti-theses
to the games so much favored at the moment offering several victory points tracks
- minimum one or two per player - for optimization, you play for yourself with the
best mathematician usually winning.
And how does it go? Ships is not really
complex, the rules are quickly explained
and in no time at all I am the proud owner
of a Phoenician trade ship, have received
Spice in Alexandrea for it and accrued one
coin and seven VPs, but had to discard
a trade cube. Furthermore, powered up
by success, I have acquired another boat
(beginner’s mistake!) and also acquired
two grain counters in the same city which
I plan to use later to build a war ship. Using
the free black action, I bought the “Phoenician Alphabet” card, which gives me one
cube of my color to replace the one lost to
Spice.
The next player builds more modern (war)
ship with the help of a card, gained three
VPs from it, and I begin to ponder what to
do with my two boards - should a modernize them or scrap them - which will cost
me both actions in the next round. But,
isn’t there a card with the option to scrap
all boats of the same technological type ... I
hope that nobody picks up the card before
me ... fortunately, I have the money to buy
the card ...
Sooner or later, the next region of the
world is discovered and opened up where
cities and commodities are more lucrative,
but, first, you need to score the „old“ region: Trade slots give VPs, as do city discs,
with a better revenue if trade cubes of
your own color ar in a city, but you must
leave all those cubes in place. Taking back
trade cubes is a separate action after all!
New markets, new regions that is, also
introduce new commodities (cloth - very
valuable!) and also new options, for instance industry tiles which double the rev-

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 18 and 19

My lines for WIN
Dagmar de Cassan, Editor -in-Chief

A new era for WIN! The transfor of the Games
Museum to Altenburg also causes a change
in or WIN - with this edition we begin a cooperation with Frisch Gespielt! The publication frequency of WIN will be changed to
that of Frisch Gespielt!, so there will be one
issue per quarter. WIN will continue to feature reviews, short reviews and also thrilling
glimpses into museum topics and, once in
a while, a review on some “older” game - all
that in a German and English version for free
download as usual.
The joint edition of Frisch Gespielt! And WIN
is also available as a print edition in German,
see www.frisch-gespielt.at. I hope that you
will remain with us and continue to read our
magazines.
Have fun reading and playing and stay safe
and well!
Issues of fin can be downloaded from
http://www.gamesjournal.at
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ends when the 11th and last rung on the
ladder of progress has been reached and
there are minimum five ships on those
two slots; the round is completed and the
remaining players in the round, can accrue
an enormous amount of victory points if
they happen to have enough trade cubes.
It can happen that not all regions of the
world have been discovered at that point.
Our in-group discussions if it is more advantageous to be the one to start or to be
able to play as the last one, did not end in
a unanimous result.
Another positive note - Ships does not
“drag” for an eternity at the end like so
many other games, but on the contrary,
does speed up rather.

Commodities are not only use for sales to
earn various revenues, some of them can
also be bartered, and that without using
up an action!! An elegant propagation
medium: A barter often enables additional actions in the same turn - very valuable,
as the situation on the board changes rapidly and to grab up an opportunity under
the nose of one’s dear fellow players can
be a lot of fun. To appreciate and use those
niceties needs a few plays of the game,
because many (all?) paths lead to Rome.
Ships offers a plethora of opportunities
to make up ground even from seemingly
bad positions and to remain in the run for
victory. This game forgives a number of
mistakes, because there is always another
opening to wipe the mistake out.
In our group, we have often helped each
other, especially when a newcomer was at
the table, often with the result that he was
in the top scores at the end of the game
- we always have learned something new
in that and silently pondered which strategy could be more successful in the next
game. This creation of Martin Wallace has
two strengths: On the one hand, the rules
are conclusive and not very copious (there
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is a nicely illustrated rule book, well structured, including concise historical notes);
they allow quick access to the game without endless studying of rules. Of course,
you will make one or another mistake at
the begin, which however does not have
any great consequences for the game
or reduces the fun in playing, because a
mistake does not put you back without a
chance of catching up. After a mistake or a
very smashing turn of another player you
invariably get the feeling of „there must be
another option somewhere“ and with this
variability Ships furthers exactly this ambition, to achieve a better result next time.
The second strength of this game, on the
other hand, is the fact that no game is similar to a previous one and that the replay
value is very high due to this fact. The cards
previously mentioned are a great factor in
this, as there are never the same ones in
play: There is a total of 55 cards, divided
into three eras of ship construction. The
first era ends, when galleys are replaced by
sailing ships - eventual left-over cards are
taken out of play and replaced by a deck
of twelve new ones; the same happens at
the begin of the steam era. Therefore, each
game of Ships only uses a random selection of 36 of 55 possible cards; bonuses accrued raise in value, some copies are present multiple times.

All in all, a felicitous economics game by
Martin Wallace, not as elegant as Brass,
but somewhat more varied, offering easy
access while being surprisingly profound
and offering many facets. A real statement
and earning a big Bravo, yet sadly - the
last-but one game from Treefrog! þ
Christoph Proksch

INFORMATION
Designer: Martin Wallace
Artist: P. Dennis, H. Kleinenberg
Price: Publisher: Treefrog Games 2015
-

PLAYERS:

2-4
AGE:

13+
TIME:

120+

EVALUATION
Transport, history, development
Users: For experts
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Exemplary Rules * Beautiful components *
Allows to repair mistakes * High replay value
Compares to:
Automobile
Other editions:
Currently none

By the way - the seating order of players
at the table - you play in turn - can influence decisions in the game. Therefore, the
third and fourth player receive one food
counter for compensation (remember, this
lets you build a war ship and thus acquire
a city tile with a nice bonus). The game

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 18 and 19

My rating:

enues, for instance providing two metal
instead if one. City discs offer mor bonuses; especially important is to own enough
trade cubes of your own color, because
otherwise scarcity of them threatens at
the end of game, exactly when you can
accrue the best prices for commodities.
Actions to get cubes back are especially
aggravating at this point as they squander
actions instead of letting you use them to
place them lucratively on the slots.
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GAMES BUYER INFORMATION SYSTEM - GABIS

CHERISH THE CATERPILLAR....

PAPILLON

... TO BE WORTHY OF THE BUTTERFLY!

Yes, we love to garden
here and are given a gardener, twelve butterflies
and some caterpillars;
they are used to bid for
turn-order, which can
often be an important
factor. In your turn, you
take tiles showing various flower beds and/
or meadow from the common display; only
the first player of the round has the complete selection to choose from, as it keeps
shrinking. With those tiles you create your
Karin Bareder
Simply beautiful! And lovely to play! Interaction,
tactical considerations and marvelous components
provide an incredibly special gaming experience.
own garden by placing according to color.
When a flower bed is completed, you can
send a big butterfly out for nectar and put
him on a suitable shrub, with the goal of
majorities at the end. You can accrue an additional valuable bonus if you are the first to
place a butterfly on a bush. So, there is often a butterfly race for unoccupied shrubs.
There are also small printed butterflies; they
score when the corresponding meadow is
complete. You also score points at the end
for the biggest flower beds, and even more,
if you use gnomes which are primarily used
to count rounds in the game and provide
caterpillars.

14

game for all the family, teenage age up. Tactical considerations, interaction and non-

domineering elements of change are well
balanced and provide a well-made, wonderful game play experience. þ
Karin Bareder

INFORMATION
Designer: J. B. Howell
Artist: Whitney Rader
Price: ca. 45 Euro
Publisher: Kolossal Games / Matagot 2020
www.matagot.fr

PLAYERS:

2-4
AGE:

14+
TIME:

45+

EVALUATION
Placement, majorities
Users: For families
Version: fr
Rules: en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Fantastic components * Lots of interaction * Good family game * (c) Image Jakub
Niedwiedz (BGG)
Compares to:
Majority games in general, first game with
this topic and components
Other editions:
Kolossal Games (en)

But first and last, the focus is on the selection from the display. “Do I take tiles to complete flower beds and score victory points
later, or do I extend my meadow and concentrate on small butterflies? The gnome
wouldn’t be a bad choice either ....“ - a dilemma that returns every round, but a welcome
one, nonetheless.
Papillon is a marvelously designed, easily accessed tile placement and majorities
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STRUCTURE
Each game review also features an evaluation which can
help you to find the game that best suits your tastes. The
color accompanying each game title represents the USER
Group. The headline also contains icons for age and number
of players.
The BAR in the evaluation box displays color codes for up to
10 features of a game.
USER GROUP
We have defined 4 target groups (color accompanying the
head line)
Kinder:
Games for children an educational games. Adults can play
in a guiding function.
Familien:
Children and parents play together, all have the same
chance to win and have fun.
Freunde:
Young people and adults play together as equals
Experten:
Games with special demands on rules and playing time.
Especially for game geeks

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 18 and 19

My rating:

What a feast for your eyes: Colorful 3D flower bushes, assembled from parts, lovely butterflies, even provided
with color-coordinated
wooden pegs, all that on
a well-cared for flower
garden for a board - I
have rarely looked forward more to a game!

REVIEW

Please note for the user groups Children, Family and
Friends: Children who love to play can be ahead of their
peers! Please note that our target group “families” does not
imply the classical concept of „family games“! Furthermore,
our user groups can overlap. The choice of suitable games
always depends on your playing partners and your fun
with games!
Games that are especially eligible for Solo play or for 2 players or Large groups of players are marked with an icon.
FEATURES
Each game targets preferences for different features in a
player, therefore each game is not suitable for each player.
We have listed 10 features players note when deciding
on a game. Only if a player finds his preferred features in
a game he will enjoy the game. The color code marks the
dominant features. Educational games train the highlighted
preference.
Empty boxes: This feature is neclectable or not present
One colored box: This feature is present, but not essential
Two colored boxes: This feature is present and important
in the game
Three colored boxes: This feature is dominant and essential
Chance:
The game is influenced by dice, cards or any other form of
random generator
Tactics:
Take decision, short-term planning, planning based on
one move
Strategy:
Think ahead, long-term planning, planning for several
moves
Creativity:
The player has to provide words, phrases, images and other
creative efforts
Knowledge:
Cultural and educational knowledge, long-term memory
Memory:
Remember, learn by heart, short-time memory
Communication:
Talk to each other, negotiate, inform
Interaction:
Influencing each other, bluffing, auction
Dexterity
Motor skills
Action:
Body movement, balance and reaction
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Version: The edition of the game on which the review is
based
Rules: This lists the languages in which rules are available or
are included in the game, often even more translations can
be found on the web.
In-game text: A YES marks a game with languagedependent components that cannot be played without
translation or knowledge of the language
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u ORIFLAMME

The Game

CONSPIRACY IN THE MEDIEVAL AGE

ORIFLAMME

BLUFF AND FIGHTS BETWEEN “REAL FRIENDS”
Introduction
Oriflamme is essentially a card game, quick
and short, so it is perfect as a filler or to
introduce new gamers to our hobby. “Oriflamme” is a French name that was used to
identify the King’s banner in battles or in the
most important ceremonies: this banner
was completely red with golden stars and
flames, thus its name. At a first glance the
game seems very similar to Bruno Faidutti’s
“Citadels” (personalities with powers, dark
setting, etc.) but in practice the two games
are very different.
The little box (see Picture 1) contains five
decks of ten cards each: each deck is identical and shows some personalities with different powers, but each has its own colour
and its back is different from the others. The
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remaining components are a few tokens (Influence Points or IP) a tile “First Player” and
tile “Directional” that depicts the Oriflamme
on a Pike and is used to decide the direction
of the actions. All the materials are of good
quality and we never had problems in playing.
Each player takes one deck, mix it and discard three cards, keeping in hand the remaining seven. The First Players gets the
special tiles and decides the direction of the
Oriflamme, right or left: this means that the
cards are revealed and applied from right to
left or from left to right and it is important
to know this because the players will place
their cards accordingly.
The situation at the set-up should look like
the one that you may see in Picture 2

In Phase 1, the first player selects one of his
cards and place it (covered) on the table:
the others do the same, selecting a card and
placing it on the right or on the left of the
ones already on the table. When everybody
played the first card the game proceeds
with phase 2: resolution of the cards. If the
Oriflamme points to the right the first card
to be decided is the one on the extreme left
of the row, otherwise is exactly the contrary.
Pietro Cremona
A simple and funny card game, to be used as a filler,
were bluff and luck are equally important.
The owner of this card has to decide if he
wants to keep it secret (turned down) or
reveal it: if he selects option “1” he simply
places a token IP on the card and the game
proceeds to the following card. If he selects
option “2” the card is overturned and its effects are immediately applied, and the owner takes the IP tokens eventually located on
that card. When the last card in the row is
examined the turn stops and the Oriflamme

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 18 and 19
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is passed to the player immediately on the
left of the preceding one. Then the game
resumes exactly as before, with each player
selecting a new card, adding it to the row
and revealing the cards one after one.

the IP are examined to decide the winner.
As you understand the “heart” of the game
are the cards and the powers of each personality, so it is time to see their effects (look
also at Picture 3):

After turn six the players discard the seventh card that they still have in hand and

Archer: the owner may discard the first or
last card in the row;

www.gamesjournal.at

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 18 and 19

REVIEW

Soldier: the owner discards one of the two
adjacent cards;
Lord: immediately take 1 IP, plus 1 IP for each
adjacent card of the same colour (Blazon);
Heir: immediately take 2 IP if, and only if, no
other Heir is visible on the row;
Spy: steals 1 IP from one of the owners of
the adjacent cards;
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Murderer: discard any card in the row (together with the Murderer);
Faceless: copy the ability of an adjacent “active” (face up) card;
Conspiracy: take the double of the IP tokens
placed on its back (then discarded Conspiracy);
Royal Decree: move any card in any place in
the row (then discard the Royal Decree);
Ambush: if this card is discarded by another
player it gives to 4 IP to the owner, but if it
is revealed by the owner it gives only 1 IP to
him (and the tokens on its back, as usual);
Probably the best thing to clarify how to use
the cards is to make an example with the
help of Picture 4.
As you see the Oriflamme is oriented towards the right, so the first card to be decided is on the extreme left of the row. It is
Royal Decree and the player used it to move
the BLUE card (still covered) from the last
position to the third in the row. RED now
turns the second card (Conspiracy) that has
2 IP tokens on its back, so the RED player
moves in total 2+2 tokens to his reserve and
discards the Conspiracy. BLU knows that
the third card is a Soldier (of course, as it is
one of his cards) and probably will decide
to turn it over and to discard the “Faceless”
olocated on his right side. And so on.
It is possible to protect an important card
from the opponents’ attacks with another
one placed on top (same blazon, of course).
If the position is attacked only the top card
will be discarded leaving the other ready to
be used. How to “program” your cards is the
central decision of the game and of course
this depends on the number and type of
cards that you still have in hand and those
that are already active on the row (they may
use their ability in every turn, until they are
attacked and discarded). But remember
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that an active card MUST use its power,
even if the result is a damage for the owner
because no alternative are possible.
In general if you succeed in keeping your
cards covered for a few turns you should be
rewarded by a good amount of IP tokens,
but your opponents will do their best to
stop you as soon as possible, so “bluffing”
becomes a necessity: image, for example,
that one of your opponents decides to attack one of your cards which already has 2
IP tokens, and figure his face when he realizes that you had an “Ambush” there and
that you won 4 IP tokens instead of losing
points..

“exactly program” their games and that do
not like “too much luck” or to be attacked
(and thus lose those points for which they
worked so much): in effect this game offer
sudden reversals, mocking looks and bluff
and should be played just as a filler to get
some laugh. The short playing time (more
or less 20 minutes) allows you to use it before a more demanding game or to end an
evening at the club with a … good fight between “real friends”. þ
Pietro Cremona

INFORMATION

The ”Spy” is another interesting card: you
may place 1-2 tokens on it and later discover it to steal 1 IP per turn to an opponent. Of
course, you should try to protect this kind
of cards in the first 2-3 rounds (when everybody has a large hand of cards) against the
attack on enemy soldiers.

Designer: Adrien & Axel Hesling
Artist: Tomasz Jedruszek
Price: ca. 13 Euro
Publisher: Studio H / MS Edizioni 2019
www.pegasus.de

To be last in a turn is very often an advantage as you may decide which card to use
and where to place it after having seen
what the others did. If, for example, you
remark that one of your cards is in great
danger you may play in the very first place
of the row and then kill the enemy or move
your card in a safer place.

Card game
Users: For families
Version: it
Rules: de en es fr it
In-game text: yes

Do not forget that your goal is to collect the
maximum number of IP tokens so do not
mind if someone else attacked you and refrain from … avenge the affront losing time
and cards to counter-attack without gaining any IP. Do not forget that “revenge is a
dish to serve cold” and you may simply wait
for the good moment.

PLAYERS:

3-5
AGE:

10+
TIME:

20

EVALUATION

Comments:
Very short playing time * Good interaction
among players * Rules easy to learn and to
teach * High impact of luck
Compares to:
Games resolving card displays using card
effects
Other editions:
Studio H (en fr), Pegasus Spiele (de), Gen-X Games
(es)

Oriflamme is not a game for everybody:
do not play it with friends that do like to

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 18 and 19

My rating:
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ONE WINNER, TWO REVIEWS

ORIFLAMME

AS D‘ OR 2020, CATEGORY GAMES FOR ALL

The topic of the game is nothing really new,
once again we fight for a crown, the crown
of the King of France, to be exact, and not
surprisingly we, the players, are heads of
influential families who want to win crown
and throne for their family. To achieve this
purpose, all players receive an identical set
of ten power cards; a rather big element
of chance is introduced by the face-down
shuffling and unseen setting aside of three
cards. With the remaining seven cards in
hand, you play six rounds.
In turn, you select a card from your hand
and put it into the so-called Influence Row,
either as the first card of the row or as the
last card of the row or on top of one of your
own cards still in the row from a previous
round. You cannot insert a card between
two cards in the row.
When all have played a card, the round is resolved/scored, beginning with the first card
in the row. You always resolve the top card
of an eventual stack. When the card to be
resolved is face-down, its owner decides if
- he leaves the card in place face-down
and adds an influence marker to it, or
- if he reveals the card, resolves the effect
and takes eventual influence markers
off it. A once-only card is discarded after
being resolved, a permanent card stays
in place openly. When a once-only card
was resolved and there is another one
in the stack, this one is resolved; if not,
the next card in the row is resolved-
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If a card is removed due to the effect of another card, eventual influence markers on
this card go back to stock.
And that’s all there is as regards to the rules
- I must, however, mention a difference in
rules in the German Pegasus edition compared to the rules in English and French: In
those rules the starting player decides by
placing the Oriflamme token - tip of the
flame to the right or left - if the row of cards
is resolved from left to right or from right to
left in the scoring round. As this happens
before placement of the cards, this does nor
change anything as to game play.
Dagmar de Cassan
A simple game, a sophisticated game, despite the
initial high chance element at the start a tactical and
also strategic game, even if a bit chaotic sometimes.
Absolutely recommendable.

There is also a certain newbie disadvantage,
despite text on the cards there will be an
advantage for someone who has played the
game already, towards one who plays it for
the first time. The handling of the influence
points is also a deciding factor, you want to
win with most of them after six rounds, after all. Oriflamme is fun, you can bluff nicely
and plan surprise attacks; to take calculated
risks can be extremely rewarding! Components themselves are attractive, suited to
the topic and rather gloomy, but colors of
the various decks are easily distinguished
and decks are also marked on the back with
a different symbol of a heraldic animal for
each deck.
All in all, a well-deserving winner and a very
felicitous debut for a new publisher, from
whom we can - I am sure - expect more and
many good games! þ
Dagmar de Cassan

Card effects themselves all relate to either
taking, removing or relocating cards in the
Influence Row and the acquisition of influence points; I do not need to describe them
here, they are stated on the individual cards
explicitly and unequivocally.
Those card effects and their resulting interactions with other cards in the Influence
Row are of course the heart and the engine
of the game; they provide a lot of interaction, and sometimes surprising effects, because you have forgotten which permanent
card one of your fellow players as cleverly
covered with one or two other cards and
thus protected it for disastrous effects later
in the game - yes, memory is a factor in the
game, and of course also chance, when
three cards are taken randomly out of play
from each player’s deck.
Towards
the
end, the question is what the
others might
have left in
hand? One card
is not played
from the hand
of seven, so that
in reality only
six out of ten
cards are used.
This very mix
of open, secret
and missing in-

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 18 and 19

INFORMATION

PLAYERS:

3-5

Designer: Adrien & Axel Hesling
Artist: Tomasz Jedruszek
Price: ca. 13 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2019
www.pegasus.de

AGE:

10+
TIME:

20+

EVALUATION
Card resolving
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr it
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Quickly played * Lots of interaction * Simple,
easily learned rules * Big element of chance
* Card memory is helpful
Compares to:
Games featuring resolving of card displays
by using card effects
Other editions:
Studio H (en fr), MS Edizioni (it), Gen-X (es)

My rating:

Studio H, a new games publisher in France,
founded by Hicham Ayoub Bedran, erstwhile president of Matagot, and publishing
house Hachette, has won the As d’Or in the
Category Games for all with one of his two
first publications, Oriflamme.

formation is the allure of the game. And exactly because of this mix if can - despite the
fact that in won in France in the category of
Games for All / Family Games - not really be
categorized as a simple family game; the
card interactions are too complex for that.
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u AUFBRUCH NACH NEWDALE

ADVENTURES IN EIGHT CHAPTERS

AUFBRUCH NACH NEWDALE
THE SAGA OF OH MY GOODS CONTINUES…
And how! After, all, we immerse ourselves in
a story spanning eight chapters. You need
to equip an expedition which you then
undertake yourself. Weapons must be part
of the equipment, even if they are not really used for battle, and, in the end, you will
even set sails!

have, unfortunately, not be drawn. Or could
you have taken even more risks, because all
of a sudden there are three rare blue assistants loitering about unused. No use crying
about missed chances, because - alea iacta
est, no, it should be the action tokens have
been placed.

This nice background story is absolutely insignificant for the flow of the game, but it
provides a tad of fun for playing, as do six
different boards and new components and
game elements that are introduced round
by round - for instance additional action
slots, difficult to overcome mountain passes
and moor terrain or bridges that you have
to build and which you will build, as you
will, as the builder, cash toll from other users
of the bridge. And if background stories are
not your thing, don’t worry, simply play the
chapter that you like best.

R.W. Langer
Oh my Goods was excellent, Aufbruch nach Newdale is even a little better - fantastically balanced,
offering a marvelous solo variant and using worker
placement as it should be used!

All players begin with a coal mine and some
cards in hand and then must make a few
first decisions: Which building should be
built? Do I build it orderly at higher building
costs or do I build sloppily and suffer loss of
revenue? But, first of all, and in every one of
the seven rounds, an event is revealed. His
gives you assistants of varying colors and
a - usually helpful - event. After you have
decided on where to place your action
tokens - worker placement at its best!- additional face-down assistants are drawn.
At that point, if you have risked too much,
because the assistants you did hope for

10
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Now to the actions - the core of the game:
When the placed action tokens are resolved,
the building turns out to be the most thrilling action, because here, in the run for the
most lucrative building slots, the only really interaction happens. Because only the
first builder in the respective village will be
rewarded with a - sometimes deciding - bonus. For those building pioneers there are
also valuable bonus tokens waiting, all over
the board. Less spectacular but equally important are action like “improve movement
range”, “draw cards for your hand”, “acquire
goods from the black market”, “hire additional action tokens” or “produce”. Produce
is the action where you will find out who
has learned how to work chain production
best from Oh my Goods - if you produce
planks in the sawmill you are well advised to
use them immediately to produce the more
valuable barrels in the Cooper’s Workshop.
Should you happen to have grapes, too, you
can manage to
produce highpriced wine in
the vinery in
one single production chain,
provided
of
course that you
have built all
those production buildings.
At the end
of the action
phase, all players can build
one more time

and use their special buildings - a very rewarding phase!
In the final round the focus is exclusively on
collecting the all-deciding victory points,
which you can acquire with military power
from Barracks or Towers, from completing
the chapter order, from produced goods,
secret tasks and valuable buildings. At that
point, Fortuna could frustrate, if you based
your long-term planning on a certain card
which, however, implausibly, does not
come into play. Bitter - play it again, even
solo by all means!
Aufbruch nach Newdale is an excellently
balanced worker placement game for experts in a nice ambience, which is played
nearly solo also in rounds of four players.
Attractively designed - with the exception
of the box interior - and well created, it is a
felicitous derivative of the card game Oh my
Goods. The individual chapters provide additional allure including a moderate legacy
feeling and the solo game is in a league of
its own! þ
R.W. Langer

INFORMATION

PLAYERS:

1-4

Designer: Alexander Pfister
Artist: Klemens Franz
Price: ca. 50 Euro
Publisher: Lookout Spiele 2019
www.lookout-spiele.de

AGE:

12+
TIME:

90+

EVALUATION
Worker placement, campaign
Users: For experts
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Well balanced * Attractive design * Plays in
individual chapters or as campaign * Derivative of Oh my Goods * (c)Image rmarkworth,
BGG
Compares to:
Oh my Goods
Other editions:
Lookout Spiele (en)

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 18 and 19

My rating:

REVIEW
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REVIEW

DIE WIKINGER SAGA t

ONWARDS TO VALHALLA

DIE WIKINGER SAGA
WE HEARD ASGARD’S DIVINE CALL
– and did follow it, on an adventurous
journey across the lands and seas of the
nine worlds of Yggdrasil to confront the
Wald Hexen of Ljosalfheim, the dangers
of the Fire World of Muspellsheim or the
Frost Giants, and we are not frightened off
from Helheim, the realm of the dead - always with gold and fame in mind, until we
reach Valhalla, because in the final adventure at the rainbow bridge of Bifröst next
to the doors of Asgards the most famous
Vikings can achieve entry to the land of
the gods.

especially when newly recruited companions with special abilities could be chosen,
whom you might still need in your adventures. But, on the other hand, under the
shield they will be ready for the final adventure!

We start the first of the pre-prepared adventures with seven (identical for all) comrades and place our Viking pawns of the
Viking Path. The composition of the adventure is done at first according to templates, then according to recommendations and later yet at your own discretion
if you want to experiment or are looking
for additional challenges.
Midgard: die vergessene Stadt has to be
mastered as your first adventure - you
will succeed if you arrive at the adventure
card with your pawn. Why would that not
work? Our companions, who show numbers, advance our Viking. Path markers
move the path itself towards the adventure and if you manage to clear out at
the right point, you will reap gold or fame
points and can put one of your companions under your Valhalla shield at the end
of the adventure.

If you do not clear out on time, you have
failed at the cost of victory points and
gold. In the next adventure, you are involved again and begin again at the start,
this time maybe on the ship if the adventure will take you to the Sea Witches - a
nice detail! Don‘t forget - new Vikings offer their sword - for gold, of course - and
sometimes enable us to move backwards,
an ability of Ker from the stating hand, or
they might offer two numbers to select
from for movement or simply offer rich
victory points.

Sometimes this is not an easy decision,

Thomas Bareder
A game offering lots of ambience, beautiful design
and a standard somewhere between a family game
and a game to play with friends; due to the rather
complex set-up we have ranged here under games
with friends.

Vor den Toren Asgards
In this way we fight our way from adventure to adventure and advance on the
fame track before we reach the final adventure on the Rainbow Bridge. At that
point, we can no longer use companions,
they are replaced by the Vikings that we
placed underneath our Valhalla shield

during previous adventures. Clever, if you
could assemble a nicely tuned team there,
because now is the time for a broad range
of selections as there are a lot more victory
points to be had. Or you might be on good
terms with Freya, the Nordic goddess of
luck, who has her fingers in nearly every
pie - as we know from all those legends.
Die Wikinger Saga is a very painstakingly
designed adventurous movement game
with a lot of ambience in the components,
good for friends, but also for families
with teenaged children interested in the
topic, a game that is brilliant in the scope
of variety it offers. The game mechanics
have been kept simple and the adventures have a rather platonic flair as there
are now skirmishes to be fought and the
adventures are reduced to simple games
with card-driven movement, But still,
there is still tactic, planning and strategy,
albeit a bit different from what you might
expect. þ
Thomas Bareder

INFORMATION

PLAYERS:

Designer: C. Fiore, K. Happel
Artist: Michael Menzel, Fiore GmbH
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele 2020
www.schmidtspiele.de

2-4
AGE:

12+
TIME:

60+

EVALUATION
adventures, Vikings
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Beautiful components * Basic mechanism
is movement + event * Simple mechanisms
* Variety from adventures * Minimal deck
building * (c) Image smuker, BGG
Compares to:
Adventure resolving with cards and movement

My rating:

Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 18 and 19
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u DRAFTOSAURUS

IT HAS BEENDONE - DINOS HAVE BEEN CLONED

DRAFTOSAURUS
SELECT, PLACE, HAND ON!

All over the world zoos and Jurassic parks
are opening, filled with all those prehistoric
giants. Who will manage to most cleverly
present the trendiest saurians to their visitors?
A full quartet of designers, the Team Kaedama, and a duo of graphic designers are
responsible for one of THE magnets for visitors at the Festival des Jeux in Cannes at the
end of February, this year. A main award in
As d’Or was very narrowly missed, but being
nominated for As d’Or is already an award
in itself.
But four designers for a game of minutes? Is
that necessary? Well, the number of designers is not proportional to the duration of a
game, after all, and the saying of “Too many
cooks spoil the broth” would be more damaging for a complex game - here, in this case, the
aim seems to have been simplicity, a smooth
flow and handling as well as a tad of in-game
depth. And that has been achieved! The primary reason, however, is the simple fact, that
the four designers cooperate as Team Kaedama, which means second helping or extra
portion in relation to Japanese noodle dishes,
and is intended to document their affinity to
Japan and Noodle fast food as a deciding
ingredient for team spirit and game design.
The cleverly balanced, simultaneous filling-in
of parks with saurians has, however, nothing
whatsoever to do with noodles, besides being
quick.
Depending on the number of players there
are up to ten wooden, colorful dinosaurs of
varying shapes in each of six different types
in the bag, each player draws six of them.
You keep one and draft the others in your

hand to your neighbor, which is not too difficult due to the number. Secret drafting of
course, as naturally the next players must
not know what to expect.
Then the dinosaurs that players kept are
placed as simultaneously as you can manage - a slight weakness in the game, which
you should in all fairness not use to your advantage, as alluring it might be sometimes,
because from the viewpoint of a hardcore
tactician it would be desirable to be able
to wait to see what happens all around him
bevor deciding himself where to place a dinosaur. The roll of a dice, done before each
drafting, usually excludes about half of the
enclosures, in an extreme case like “the dinosaur must be placed into an empty enclose” , all enclosures could be forbidden;
this forces a placement in the River which
serves as a catchment basin and only scores
you one meagre point.
As to points: They are the aim of the dinosaur placing because different enclosures
mean different scores, but also different
requirements. It can be pairs, it can be different types, or identical types, it can be single
ones or most of a kind in comparison to
other players, providing between two and
seven points, an the basic rule that the more
difficult the requirement is to achieve the
more points it yields. You need some assessment what could happen, a basic strategy
and without fail keep an eye on the park of
your predecessor, especially towards end of
the game, to score well. Luck plays its role as
does the problem of kingmaker, but basically the game is dominated by gaming experience - the one however, whose successor in
drafting is victorious should ask himself if he
did the right things,
after all. Usually, a
rematch
follows!
This quick pawndrafting game also
works well in a
game for two players, for which rules
have been slightly
adapted to result
in a welcome, more
tactical variant.

ent colors shouldn’t have varying abilities too,
not only Tyrannosaurus Rex, or if not maybe
upgrades of enclosures, additional dice or
visitors could introduce additional facets and
options to the game. But that could happen at
the cost of the jauntiness and light game play,
which would be an inexcusable mistake. On
the other hand: What, if not a second helping,
could we expect from a Team Kaedama, if the
- translated - name is meant to be program? :-)
Thomas Bareder
Not without reason, Draftosaurus - easily accessed,
quick and fun to play with enchanting components has been a highlight and one of the main attractions
at the Festival des Jeux at Cannes.
Draftosaurus is an easily accessed, quickly
played development and placement game
for families and friends from advanced
grade school age. The drafting mechanism,
part of the name of the game, has been implemented not with cards, but with nicely
tactile and atmospheric dinosaur pawns,
brings all its strength into play and provides
a lightweight, jaunty game to play that
makes one with for more. Nice, that there is
a second park version; probably, expansions
will follow - hopefully! þ
Thomas Bareder

INFORMATION
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2-5
AGE:

8+

TIME:

14+

EVALUATION
Placement, drafting
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr es it kr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Enchanting components * Nice drafting of
pawns * Quickly accessed, quickly played *
(c) Image EllenM, BGG
Compares to:
Drafting games in general, first topic/mechanism combination of that kind
Other editions:
Ankama (en, fr, nl), Board Game Box (de), Ghenos (it),
Korea Boardgames (kr), Zacatrus (es)

At that point, one begins to consider if the
dinosaurs of differ-
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PLAYERS:

Designer: Antoine Bauza und Team
Artist: J. Eva Gao, V. A. Jacob
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Publ.: Ankama / Board Game Box 2019
boardgamebox.life

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 18 and 19

My rating:

REVIEW
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REVIEW

MIYABI t

tile, or you move a frog over your garden
and score for it reaching higher levels or
you score, at the end, rows and columns
with exactly seven objects in them.

JAPANESE GARDEN ART

MIYABI

MAPLE TREE, FISH, PAGODA OR STONE?
Japanese gardens are real works of art and
are planned even the smallest details. Following those ideals, we are asked to create our own garden from a selection of
six garden elements, one in each row, for
a 6x6 grid - Maple, Pagoda, Fish, Azalea
bush, Boxwood and Stone. A total of 96
garden tiles, made up from one to three
squares, are available for placement in our
gardens.
Sounds easy, but is not always easy, because in adherence to the idea of planned
Japanese Gardens we must, in 6, 5 or 4
building phases in case of 2, 3 or 4 players,
keep to very detailed placement rules.
For each of these building phases a certain number and kind of garden tiles is
prepared according to player numbers,
and displayed openly.
Then players take turns to be active player.
You take any garden tile of your choice

8

from the display and add it to your board,
following the placement rules; objects go
into their row and only into unmarked columns. If you could place a tile, you mark
the used column with a lantern and score
the number of objects on the new tile,
multiplied with the level in which the tile
was placed. Tiles in higher levels must be
placed so that their entity covers tiles on
the lover level, there cannot be a gap underneath. If you are first to place an object
of a certain type into the fifth level, you
score the corresponding bonus tile. After
the last building phase, you score object
majorities: the player with most objects in
a row scores the higher of two scores for
this object, the player with second-most
objects scores the lower object score.
In variants, you can also score your biggest
connected group of objects or the biggest
meadow - now there is no meeple in it or you add the 16 Zen parts to the garden

Dagmar de Cassan
A beautiful game - topic, mechanisms and graphic
design fit together marvelously, the level of challenge is exactly suited to a family game.
So far so simple, good and a little bit challenging; because following the placement
rules can be a bit difficult, as you only can
select from a limited range of tiles and
thus the perfect one is not always available. Sometimes you need to decide between maybe taking a smaller tile for less
points, but closing a gap with it so that
you have more options for placement on
the next level, or selecting a bigger one for
more points that would create a gap difficult to fill - a very interesting and important element in the game. þ
Dagmar de Cassan

INFORMATION
Designer: Michael Kiesling
Artist: René Amthor
Price: ca. 26 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2020
www.haba.de

PLAYERS:

2-4
AGE:

8+

TIME:

45+

EVALUATION
Tile placement, point scoring
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Compares to:
Sanssouci, Takenoko and other tile placement game with a garden topic

My rating:

Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 18 and 19
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u PRET-A-PORTER

SKINNY MODELS! SCARCITY OF CLOTHES!

PRET-A-PORTER
SCRIPING AT FASHION SHOWS?
Fashion shows usually shine with thin
people and scare clothing; are fashion companies hard put to find sufficient financial
means to provide textiles and proper sustenance for their employees? At long last, this
game addresses itself to this question and
answers it with a resounding YES!
We are responsible for directing fashion
companies competing with each other and, in point of fact, scrimping is a euphemism for the style of company leadership
we are asked to execute. Because, should
our model-thin budget not be sufficient,
we are threatened with credit interest of
120% per year. And that is cheap compared
to a forced loan, which has to be taken out
when the monthly costs are not covered interest rates can get up to 360% per year.
No wonder that we have to calculate very
carefully, not only when buying textiles; for
actions in a round we have only three tokens available for placement, which must
also used to acquire new design orders or
to take out - helpful and free-of-charge but
short-term - contracts. Other uses for those
tokens are to to hire employees - helpful,
but causing costs, to acquire buildings -

even more helpful, but causing even more
expenses, and if necessary, to take out loans.
No wonder, that the „most fashionable“
decision can sometimes be a hard one to
make.
The purpose of all that if of course the
completing of apparel within the given
time frame and the meeting of our design
contracts, which must - in the course of a
year - always be presented for evaluation
in a scoring round, or fashion show, that is,
after two months or rounds of work. Hopefully, in those scoring rounds, our efforts will
generate income and of course also victory
points. The scoring options are very competitive, but rather cumbersome in their implementation. And, in the end, the remaining money is added to your victory points,
but be warned - money making alone will
not be sufficient after all.
The game board gives off more of an impression of an abstract table that needs to
be executed than to provide a livelier impression of events. Card texts sometimes
need interpretation of their correct application and - due to the piling up of cards
during the game - their manifold functions

tend to become more and more confusing
during the course of the game; a clearer
and more concise symbol design would be
helpful. Another thing that comes to mind:
The amount of chance in the game compared to the rather pondering-prone mechanisms! Those mechanisms, first published
in 2010, by the way, do, despite the topic,
leave experts with a somewhat “outdated”
impression.
Harald Schatzl
A tactical/strategic worker placement game for
experts, with a high element of chance and long
duration, but challenging and interesting due to the
topic and its implementation.
Prêt-à-Porter is a highly tactical and strategic game on economics, only suitable
for experienced players, featuring worker
placement and use of card functions as central game elements. The element of chance
and the rather long duration, at last at the
start, are not in favor with all players. The
very luxuriant game components, on the
other hand, leave nothing to be desired,
as do the cleverly designed box inserts clothes are not the only thing that needs to
be well-organized! þ
Harald Schatzl

INFORMATION
Designer: Ignacy Trzewiczek
Artist: Moriya, Kopacz, Janik, Szyma
Price: ca. 50 Euro
Publ.: Portal Games / Pegasus 2019
www.pegasus.de

PLAYERS:

2-4
AGE:

10+
TIME:

120+

EVALUATION
Economy, fashion, worker placement
Users: For experts
Version: de
Rules: de en es kr pl ru
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Plethora of components * Clever designed
box * Long duration * Interesting mix of
strategy, tactic and quite a lot of chance
Compares to:
First edition of the game, still the first worker
placement on the topic

My rating:

Other editions:
Dice Tree (kr), Maldito (es), Portal (en, pl), Zvezda (ru)
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Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 18 and 19
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ACTIVITY KNOCK OUT / AQUALIN t

ACTIVITY KNOCK OUT

BE QUICK OR THE OPPONENTS WILL HAVE MORE TIME
Two teams find, explain und
guess terms, controlled by the
team’s own timer. Players form
two teams; members of a team
sit next to each other. Each team
has its own timer - yellow or
petrol - and a board with five
rows for words; in each row,
one slot is marked with one of
the five dice colors. Timer ends
are marked to facilitate correct
placement in Phase 2.

A round comprises two phases:
1. Dice & Write - 2. Explain and
Guess. One player of each team
is the writer. Five dice are rolled
and provide five letters which
are noted by the writer in the
corresponding color slots on his
writing board. Then the timer is
started, and the team comes up
with five terms with the respective letters in the given positions in the term. When they are

AQUALIN

SCHWARMTAKTIK FÜR ZWEI
Ocean dwellers - crabs, fish, sea
horses, starfish, jellyfish and
turtles in green, pink, purple,
yellow and blue - want to congregate in swarms. Aim of the
game for each player is to form
the biggest possible swarms, albeit with different specification:
One player forms swarms of the
same color, the other swarms
of the same kind of animals. All
36 tiles are shuffled face-down,

www.gamesjournal.at
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six of them are randomly drawn
and turned up to form the open
display.
A player turn comprises three
steps: 1. Relocate a tile - you
can move a tile within its row
or column until it encounters a
tile or the edge of the board. 2.
Place a new tile - you select one
tile from the display and put in
on any empty slot on the board;
it may, but need not be placed

found, the timer is laid down
horizontally.
In Phase 2, writers swap timers
and writing boards and then
try - one after the other - to
explain the opposition’s terms
to their team, in any order; the
timer received from the opposing team is put up vertically
again and gives the guessing
time. Therefore, the team that
takes longer in Phase 1 to come
up with terms gives more time
for guessing to the opposing
team in Phase 2. Each term that
is guessed correctly before the
timer runs down, scores a step
on the scoring board. The first
team across the finish line wins.
Activity Knock Out is a very well
made and genuinely nice version of Activity - finding terms
quickly means you get more
time than the opponent, but
probably the opposing team
will have easier terms to guess
because you were quicker. A
nice dilemma, and of course
you need to take care that the
opposing team does not learn
your terms in Phase 1. þ

INFORMATION

adjacent to one or several tiles
already on the board. 3. Replenish display - you draw a tile from
stock and put it openly into the
display. When stock is empty,
play continues until the display
is empty and all 36 slots on the
board are filled and all tiles are
placed.
Now you score swarms according to the targets of each
player - a swarm comprises orthogonally adjacent tiles of the
same color or type of animal;
therefore, a tile can be part of a
color swarm and also part of an
animal swarm. 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 animals in a swarm score 1, 3, 6, 10
or 15 points. Single tiles do not
score at all. You win with most
points. You can also play two
games, swap your targets for
the second game and win with
the highest total score.
A beautiful game - simple and
yet challenging and also of interest for more experienced
players; a very deserving winner
of 2nd place in Premio Archimede 2018. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 18 and 19

PLAYERS:

4+

AGE:

12+

TIME:

30+

Designer: not named
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Piatnik 2020
www.piatnik.com

EVALUATION
Finding and guessing words
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Cute version of Activity * Interesting timer mechanism
* Danger that opposing
teams learns words
Compares to:
All games using requisite
letters word finding
Other editions:
Asmodee (en), The Good Game
Company (fr)

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

10+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Marcello Bertocchi
Artist: S. Rekasowski, A. Resch
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos 2020
www.kosmos.de

EVALUATION
Tile placement, group
formation
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Classy, attractive components * Simple rules * Plays
quickly * 2nd Place Premio
Archimede 2018
Compares to:
Area-filling placement games with
group formation
Other editions:
Kosmos (en, announced)
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u CONTACT / DA BOCKT DER BÄR

CONTACT

SIGNALS FROM OUTER SPACE
Research ships are travelling
through outer space on the
search for traces of unknown life
forms. Suddenly signals are received! You want to follow them.
Planet tiles are spread out letterside up, the Earth tile is placed
somewhere among them.
Planet cards and signal cards
are stacked separately and facedown.
One player in turn is the signal

source; all other players are crew
of the spaceship that needs
to reach the correct planet by
trying to decipher the source
signals correctly. The source directs the players by non-verbal
signals from planet to planet.
Planet tiles are laid out; the
source secretly draws a target
planet and - in his mind - decides on a path from the current location of the rocket to

DA BOCKT DER BÄR!

THROUGH CABBAGE AND BLUEBERRIES TO THE FINISH!
Three friends - mouse, billy goat
and bear - eat their way across
one titbit to the next in a race
to the finish, eating blueberries, cabbage and corn. Dice
and movement cards are laid
out, and you place your threeanimal-pawn onto the starting
slot, with the mouse part pointing upwards.
A round of the game comprises
three steps: 1. Each in turn draws
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a face-down card, looks at it
and puts it down face-down. 2.
When everybody has a card put
down, he puts his card either in
front of another player or leaves
it with himself; each player must
end up with one and only one
card. 3. Then, in turn order, cards
are revealed and resolved. If you
got a card showing an animal,
you turn your pawn to have that
animal pointing up, roll the cor-
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the target planet; the path can
be chosen freely, but cannot
cross another planet. The hand
of the source lies on the table,
is lifted for start and duration of
the flight and put down again
for a landing. From the number
of landings and the duration of
the flight stages, the crew tries
to guess the path and name
the target planet correctly, but
cannot speak or discuss either.
The source can repeat the flight;
after two repetitions, the crew
must give a guess. A wrong
guess costs fuel, a first correct
guess earns a signal card. Advanced version with asteroids,
helper cards and the option to
fill in a certificate if all 12 planets
have been guessed before the
fuel runs out.
Another unusual game idea after The Mind, players need to develop a common understanding for distances and time; crew
and source must, so to say, think
in the same “flight speed”. Not
a game for everybody and anytime, but you should definitely
give it a try. þ

INFORMATION

responding die and resolve the
die result. Or the card shows the
spinner which you spin to get
an action to resolve. In case of
Bear Poop, the animal on top
of your pawn indicates the action that you must resolve; or
you move - for a corresponding
card- to the next slot with cabbage or blueberry or move as
otherwise indicated by the card.
The mouse can also use subterranean corridors. If you are first
to arrive at the finish with your
pawn, you win. In the variant for
children ages 4+ you only use
the spinner results to resolve the
indicated actions.
A very nice game idea, attractively executed, using unusual
pawns and equally unusually
options for movement; there
are also interesting first tactical
options - who should move his
pawn according to my animal
card, do I want to use the spinner myself or is there a way that
I could profit from the multipleoption card? þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 18 and 19

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Steffen Benndorf
Artist: Christian Opperer
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: nsv 2020
www.nsv.de

EVALUATION
nonverbal, cooperative
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: cz de en es fr gr it
nl pl pt
In-game text: no
Comments:
Unusual game idea * Special nonverbal communication * Age limit for families,
game mechanics more for
friends
Compares to:
First game of its kind
Other editions:
nsv (de en es fr it), White Goblin
Games (nl)

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

5+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Treo Game Designers
Artist: Gabriela Silveira
Price: ca. 24 Euro
Publisher: Zoch Verlag 2020
www.zoch-verlag.com

EVALUATION
Roll & move
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice topic * Interesting
playing pieces * Rather
complex movement rules *
Simplified version for players ages 4+
Compares to:
All roll & move games with multiplechance-components
Other editions:
Currently none
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FROM CORONA TO VIRAL!
A GLIMPSE INTO THE INTERNATIONAL GAMES MUSEUM, THE FORMER AUSTRIAN GAMES MUSEUM
Playing games is contagious, viruses are contagious, so what
could be more up-to-date in those times of Covid-10 than
browsing through games that picked up the topic of viruses
in all its aspects. In our museum archive there are few games
to be found on this and I have picked out the most typical
representative of the genre.
Let us start
with Corona
by Alex Randolph - not really a game on
the topic, but
a nice introduction due
to its name; it
was published
1974 in the
Casino Series
from Ravensburger, for
2-10 players.
Six pawns are
placed randomly on 12
slots, then you
roll six dice
- all players
consider for themselves how pawns must be moved to meet
other pawns so achieve a high score. Whoever bids the highest number, assigns color markers to the pawns and then
moves them using the value of the die of the same color. If
you meet or top your bid, you get a chip from every player; if
not, you pay a chip to every player. When the game-end situation - chosen at the start - has been reached, you win with

most chips or double the starting capital of chips.
Another game only appearing here because of its name is
Anti-Virus from Smart, an abstract logic game for 1 player,
ages8+, by W. Oskar von Deventer and James W. Stephens, in
which the unit that must move off the board by shunting all
pieces, starting from a given arrangement, is called Virus.

Abstract like Anti-Virus, but using viruses for a topic, is Microworld by Martino Chiacchiera for 2 players, ages 12+, published by Heidelberger Spieleverlag. The board represents
cells and tissues formed by adjacent identical cells, in which
you place tokens and score for adjacent tokens of your won.
Genetic tokens in a slot can be picked up and used later to
modify placement rules.

Yet another abstract game: In Dr. Microbe by Roberto Fraga
and Delphine Lemonnier, 2-4 players, ages 8+, conduct their
first experiments in a lab. A task is revealed and all players try

www.gamesjournal.at

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 18 and 19
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simultaneously to place microbes according to the template
into their own dish to win the task card. In a variant, a super
virus is introduced.

In 1994, MB published a game called Der Omega-Virus for
2-4 players, ages 9+, which gets us nearer to the topic; the
virus in this game is located in the computer and must be
fought, with the help of access permits, weapons and quite a
lot more.
Virus & Co is a card game by Frank Stark and Jörg Spiegelhalter, published 2002 at Zoch and intended for 3-6 players,
ages 11+; you must collect tablets and avoid viruses which
give you penalty points; if you have too many viruses, you
end up in ICU which means the end of the round.

This has taken us to the currently most actual topic - fighting
viruses and avoiding further contamination. Pandemic by
Z-Man Games, published in 2008 and designed by Matt Leacock for 2-4 players, ages 14+, is the game that features the
topic most exactly and most intensely - mankind is threatened by four deadly plagues; players embody specialists
who cooperate to fight the plagues and research for cures,
with each player commanding a role with a special ability.
Mankind wins and survives when all four cures have been
discovered before the draw pile or all contamination cubes
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Color codes for target groups (Headline Color)
For children + learn
With friends
For families
For experts

of a color are used up or the outbreak marker reaches the last
slot.
Viroid by Malte Meinecke is - besides - Pandemic the most
up-to-date game in its topic - it is a development game from
Ostia Spiele
for 2-4 players,
ages 12, on
the topic of research to stop
a plague. Players are viruses
contaminating
the population, mankind
researches
cures. Viruses
win when
there is an
infected person in each
not eliminated
city and the
corpse slots
on continents
are empty.
Mankind wins,
when research
and cure
marker are in
the same slot
or a player is
out of infected
persons or the event cards have been used up.
Viral by Gil d’Orey and Antonio Sousa Lara from Corax
Games for 2-5 players, ages 10+, also looks on the topic
from the viewpoint of the virus; as such a virus in a body you
mutate for spreading. You score for collapsed organs or controlled body zones and are fought by other viruses and the

Color codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactic
Creativity
Memory

Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action
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immune system; the core mechanism is area control of body
zones.

Research, but on the proceedings in a body cell, is the topic
in Cytosis by John J. Coveyou at Genius Games, for 2-5 players, ages 10+. You collect resources in the cell, use them to
build hormones and enzymes and collect health points; the
Virus Expansion introduces Ebola, Influenza and Rhino viruses to the game and you pay ADP to build antibodies. In a
game, that’s child’s play!

„A virus causes people to turn zombies and we have to fight
zombies“; the game was designed by Jacob Fryxelius for 1-3
players, ages 10+, and published by FrycGames. You have
your individual starter deck and all cooperate to complete
missions. To achieve this, they scout the neighborhood for
useful items and try to secure survivors in Safe Houses. Zombies you encounter are fought, and you can be wounded. If
you have three wounds, you are dead; if one player dies, all
have lost, but all win when, at the end of a turn, the mission
goal has been accomplished,

Dark Darker Darkest from Queen Games by David Ausloos
for 2-5 players, ages 12+, has a similar topic, but aim of the
game is to find a cure for the zombie virus. You fight fire,
creatures and surveillance cameras in the Horror House.
After the Virus is presented here as an example for the
enormous number of games that are based on the topic of
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